Voyager
WEATHER
Make voyage optimisation decisions
with confidence.

Voyager works closely with the world’s leading
weather companies. Making it easier to improve
vessel performance and increase safety of crews, vessels
and cargoes. Choose from our partners, MeteoGroup,
StormGeo or WNI.
An integrated weather solution. Weather tools work
seamlessly with Voyager PLANNING STATION to enable
routes to be optimised in just a few clicks.
Accurate and reliable weather routing systems.
Monitor weather conditions and plan routes with
confidence taking weather parameters, ocean elements
and vessel characteristics into account.
Choose your parameter. Optimise your route for least
cost, fastest or specific arrival time as well as setting
environmental constraints.
Ship to shore route exchange. Optimised routes can
be displayed in our Voyager FLEET INSIGHT web service
for real-time vessel monitoring ashore.

More info

Contact us

Voyager Weather
An integrated solution
Voyager works with the world’s leading weather providers to enable routes to be planned on board more easily taking
weather parameters, ocean elements and vessel characteristics into account. You choose the right weather provider
for your operational requirements. Our team will be happy to assist you with the choices available.
A complete end-to-end solution
With Voyager, crews get a seamless end-to-end service that enables routes to be planned, optimised to meet specific
operational and commercial requirements, the navigational products needed for the voyage to be identified and
downloaded and everything to be collected and exported to ECDIS.
The best user experience for ship and shore
Routes can be optimised directly from Voyager PLANNING STATION in just a few clicks based on specific routeing
requirements and taking into account sea conditions such as wind, waves, swell, current and other weather elements.
Optimised routes can be shared with shore-based stakeholders for checking and approval as well as real time voyage
monitoring in Voyager FLEET INSIGHT.

Discover more about our weather partners

MeteoGroup, the global weather
authority, combines accurate science
with advanced technology and local
expertise with global reach.

StormGeo is a global provider of weather
intelligence. Its data science capability
and weather intelligence support
countless business decisions worldwide.

Introducing MeteoGroup SPOS

Introducing NaviPlanner BVS

Introducing Capt. Dosca

• SPOS is an onboard weather routing
system and is fully integrated with
Voyager PLANNING STATION

• NaviPlanner BVS is an on board
weather routing system and is fully
integrated with Voyager PLANNING
STATION.

• Voyager PLANNING STATION
works with Capt. Dosca to enable
weather optimised routes to be
uploaded.

• BVS is a user-friendly route
optimisation, voyage planning and
reliable weather forecast in a simpleto-install, intuitive application.

• Capt. Dosca helps ship masters
as well as shore-side operators,
with innovative fleet management
systems to help minimise business
risks.

Visit StormGeo

Visit WNI

• SPOS helps you optimise routes
more easily, taking weather
parameters,ocean elements and vessel
characteristics into account.

Visit MeteoGroup

www.voyagerww.com

Weathernews Inc (WNI) provides
weather routing services to the maritime
industry on the safest and most
economical route to vessels.
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